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Peter Sis

The 3 golden

keys of Prague

Grasset Jeunesse

"My Dear Madeleine, Sweet
little daughter with beautiful
eyes and constant smile...
One day, you will enter
Prague, the place I grew up.
Don't be afraid of the old
black cats..."

I am floating in a
hot-air-balloon over a big
city : Prague!I finally land in
a deserted square. There is
nobody anywhere. Would I
still remember the way
through the twisting streets

to my family house? Our
family house... There are
three padlocks on the door.
Three padlocks I have no
keys to...I have to get the
keys. Then, out of nowhere,
comes our black cat.

I follow my cat through the
Winter streets of my
childhood. The cat turns to
the library. The door is open.
The library is deserted ...and
and quiet.The librarian

magically emerges from the
wall.He moves toward me,
holding a scroll. There is a
golden key attached to it. He
gives it to me.

Following the cat through the
Summer streets of my
childhood.. I reach the
entrance to a garden. Then
the plants begin to grow.
Flowers and fruits. The
Emperor appears. The
Emperor himself is opening a

scroll with another golden
key. He gives it to me...

Following the cat trhough the
Autumn streets of my
childhood. We cross the
bridge. We arrive at the
famous clock. The door to
the clock is open. I follow
the cat inside. A mechanical
robot brings me another
scroll. Here is the third
golden key. I take it.

Following the cat trhough the
Spring street of my
childhood. We cross the
ancient bridge. We are back
at the family house.
The three golden keys fit into
the three padlocks. I open the
door wide...

"Madeleine, let's go and
wash our hands. Dinner is
ready!"
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